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ABSTRACT
The research sought to identify individual and social
factors associated with the recruitment of spirit-directed
healers in Sub-Saharan Africa.

This type of traditional

healer was defined as a person who:

1) elicits and uses

spiritual direction and information in the diagnosis and
treatment of illness, 2) attributes the ultimate source of
his/her healing power to one or more anthropopsychic spirits,
and 3) claims to have been called to healing by those spirits.
The spirit-directed-healers' decisions, demands, and remedies
are legitimized by their source--the directing supernatural
entity.
Data gathered through observations and open-ended
interviews with four traditional healers who practiced in a
single community in Ghana, West Africa, were sorted by
subject and informant.

Characteristics common to the four

informants were considered as factors possibly associated
with recruitment into the status of spirit-directed-healer.
These were:

1) each began healing in his/her. late teens or

.early twenties, 2) each had practiced conventional alternate
occupations, 3) each had received little or no formal
education, 4) recall of childhood appeared typical for the
time and place, 5) components of the orientation and pro
creation families were typical, 6) each had had contact
during childhood with one or more close relatives who were
iii
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active in healing, 7) each had lost one or both parents in
his/her late teens or early twenties, 8) each manifested
efficient, non-psychotic behavior during the time of the
observations and interviews, 9) each had received the call
to healing during a crisis period when he/she was actually
or emotionally separated from significant authority_figures,

and 10) acceptance of the call resolved the crisis.

Cross-cultural comparisons were made to test the
general hypothesis that spirit-directed-healer type
societies would be significantly associated with:

1) culture

norms that encourage long lasting.dependence of young adults
on family elders for.decision direction and 2) a religious
system in which the high god is absent or otiose.

As a

result of the comparisons a predictive model was presented.
It· is predicted that spirit-directed�healers will be
associated with:

1) societies in which the high god is

absent or otiose(< . 001) , 2) norms for post-marital
residence which result in proximity of residence between
newly married couples and parents or uncle of one or both of
the marriage partners(< . 01) , and 3) the presence of

ritualized trance(< . OS) .
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Two problems endemic to national and international
public health programs are inadequate staffing and facili
ties, and the Western-trained medical personnel's lack of
understanding about the function of traditional medicine,
its practitioners, and its clients.

Harrison (1974) out

lined factors which contribute to deficient medical
personnel and facilities in Nigeria.

These include:

services which are inaccessible to the rural population;
curative programs being given priority over preventive
measures; the relative invisibility of the results· of public

health measure? when compared to politically rewarding

projects such as building hospitals which may be poorly
located, staffed and equipped; and the low doctor/population
ratio which is exacerbated by gross maldistribut�on and
emigration of qualified doctors.

These same conditions

occur in the United States, particularly among the rural
and urban minorities.

The problems are aggravated by the

continued misunderstandings between the traditional and
the cosmopolitan health systems.
A central issue for the health·delivery systems of
developing nations is the question of what part traditional
healers should play in these programs(Appendix A) .
1

In

2

their review of healers in Mysore, India, Alexander and
Shivaswamy(197i:596) wrote:
The present survey revealed a situation which in
one respect at least must be considered unfor
tunate: i. e. , the health system of India, modern
in its orientation and like most other official
health systems in developing countries, has been
and continues to be unwilling to make use of the
large numbers of traditional healers in-the rural
parts of the country. It is a thesis of the
present paper that such schismatic discord between
the modern health system of India and her tradi
tional health culture hinders the efficient
utilization of available health manpower, par
ticularly with regard to the national family
planning program.
•-�

-

Ademuwagun (1969) , a Nigerian health education
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specialist, argued that Western-trained health workers should
seek to understand and utilize the knowledge and skills of
local medicine men.

The shortage of Western-trained health·

personnel and the attributes of the traditional healer favor
a teamwork approach, particularly in rural areas.

Positive

attributes of the traditional healers include their:

availa

bility; skills in dispensing curative, preventive, and
rehabilitative care; accessibility to patients; and an

understanding of the patients' cultural beliefs, values
and symbols.

Such a positive assessment of traditional

healers does not go unchallenged.

As Imperato( 1974: 42)

stated, some researchers from non-medical disciplines are:
often not equipped by training and knowledge to
study and evaluate the quality of a health-care
system. .· From. this group there often emerges an
overly positive view of the quality of tradi
tional health care.

3

Arguments against the traditional healers' par
ticipation in national health systems have been made by
Kelly (1967) , Musoke(1974) , Singer (
· 1976) and others.
Margetts( 1965: 102) declared:
practitioners ".

The African medical

should not be countenanced with

favour by health and legal authorities. "

In his opinion

native healers:
can have no rational place· in the modern techno
logical world, and as the educational level of
African natives improves and as time affords them
cultural wisdom, it is expected that the people
themselves will drift away from the primitive
attra.ctions of magic and seek help in science.

Although it is possible that the traditional healer may

disappear someday, the. ·available data suggest that this
will not occur for years to come.

Christensen(1959) ,

Jahoda(196 1}, Handelman (1967) , . Press(1971) , Harrison and
Dunlop (1974) , Landy(1974) , and others have recorded the
remarkable adaptability of healers faced with internally
and externally derived forces for change.

Even if the

decline of traditional healers were imminent, it is ques
tionable that the effects would be salutary for the people
they serve.
Traditional healers in most underdeveloped countries

bear the brunt of the burden of healing . activity.

Imperato

(19 74:5 1) assessed the situation of the rural Bambara as
one in which the choice:

4
is not between a modern clinic or hospital equipped
with an automated laboratory service and a well
stocked pharmacy and a traditional practitioner, but
between the traditional healer and a small bush
dispensary devoid of diagnostic resources save those
of the medical personnel and possessing at most a
handful of medications. In such a setting it would
be difficult to cast aside the traditional practi
tioners because in reality it is they who service
most of the population, most of the time.
The healers are not used merely as supplements to available
Western-type treatment facilities (Jahoda 1961: 2 45) .

Du Toit

(1971: 60-61) described the traditional healer as providing
an essential psychological buffer between the Zulu and their
environment.

The healer continues to form a functional part

of the community because he "is answering very pertinent
questions for his patients in a way they can understand. "
This· statement points up a fundamental difference in the
viewpoints of scientific and traditional health systems-the mind-body dichotomy versus an existence in which thought
and soma are totally integrated into an undifferentiated
spiritual and empirical reality.
Following the logic of that holistic view of exist

ence, no line is sharply drawn between body and spirit in
the traditional. healing systems. . "The basic popular

concern is not what causes disease--the question is why"
(Messing 1968: 103) .

Gelfand(1964: 24) wrote of the Shona

healer:
his first action is to diagnose the cause of the
illness, not in physical terms, but in spiritual
ones, because Africans believe that sickness is
caused either by the activity of spirits(usually

5
those of dead relatives) or by men and women who
are evil and desire to harm others.
While it is not unusual that a distinction is made
between Western and traditional disease types(Young 1976:
10) , cause, in many cases, continues to be attributed to
nonempirical agents.

Du Toit( 197 1: 6 1) suggested that the

belief in ancestor-caused illness and fear of further
provoking them is a "reason that many sick Africans avoid
going to medical doctors, and especially White medical
doctors. "

Writers such as Torrey( 1972) and Messing have

noted:
the need for knowledge on the part of government
programs designed to improve health in developing
countries but, more broadly and scientifically,
the growing appreciation of psychosomatic concepts
of illness and healing . . .. (Messing 1968: 87).

A significant gap in communication continues, nevertheless,
between representatives of the various disciplines whose
interests converge in the area of developing health care
delivery systems.

For example, Eng( 197 4: 665) reported a

lack of response on the part of ethnologists and social
anthropologists to an invitation to participate in an
. interdisciplinary panel on Shamanism and Psychother�py·

during the 1973 Oslo International Congress for Psychotherapy.
To the degree that inadequate interdisciplinary

communication continues, an accurate assessment cannot be
made of the traditional healers' potential as:

1) efficacious

therapists acting independently of the cosmopolitan system,
2) paramedical personnel, or 3) reservoirs of empirical

6
and expressive information about indigenous health systems.
The purpose of this research is to identify individual
and social factors which are associated with the recruitment
of spirit-directed-healers in Sub-Saharan Africa.
be done through an analysis of:

This will

1) life histories of four

traditional healers who practiced in a single community in
Ghana, West Africa, and 2) data in the relevant literature.
It is posited that spirit-directed-healers may be understood
as a product of socio-cultural components which latently
condition individuals as potential candidates for the status.

CHAPTER I I
DEFINITIONS
Traditional healers are known by many terms:

cult

or fetish priest, shaman, espiristista, medicine man,
oracle, diviner, witchdoctor, herbalist, curandero, folk
doctor, etc.

They share the etic characteristic of healing

from a non-Western medical framework.

In actual practice,

and in much of the literature, a clear distinction is not
made between those traditional healers who:

1) only prepare

and dispense herbal.remedies (herbalist) , 2) diagnose cause.

and prescribe or dispense medicines--both material and
ritual, and 3) only diagnose cause (diviner) .

Commonly the

traditional therapy is performed by more than one practi
tioner with specialists of various types sharing the duties.
Traditional healers may acquire technical knowledge
through channels that are exclusively secular� inheritance
or purchase for instan�e�

The lay healer is more widespread

than is generally recognized.

However, he operates within

rather narrow limits, and his position is more tentative,
precarious, and less prestigious than the magico-religious
functionary (Ferguson 1947: 174- 1 75).
The ability to divine, including illness causation, ·
also may be ascribed to powers which are unrelated to
spiritual beings but are nevertheless considered
7
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supernatural.

Illness may be attributed to natural causes,

to non-spiritual causes, as well as to the acts of spirits.
Ferguson (1947: 174) noted that the magico-religious
diagnostician is of particular interest because:
although a supernatural practitioner, he
theoretically recognizes both natural and super
natural causes for disease. Actually the case
material indicates, if a patient is so concerned
about his illness that he goes to a diagnostician,
he will not be satisfied with anything else than
a supernatural di�gnosis.
Shaman- is one of the most frequently employed terms
in discussions about traditional healers.

In his review of

the historical use of the term, F�rth (1964: 638) stated:
The most general usage of shaman denotes a specialist
in healing, divination and allied social functions,
allegedly by techniques of spirit possession and
spirit control.
Shamanism denotes that particular form of spirit
mediumship in which a specialist (the shaman) ,
normally himself a medium, is deemed to exercise
developed techniques of control over spirits,
sometimes including mastery of spirits believed to
be possessing another medium. . • •

. .

.

. .

. . .

. .

. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

In modern ethnography the terms shaman and shamanism
have been extended to cover a range of analogous
phenomena in many parts of the world, espec ially
among Eskimos and American Indian peoples, but there
has not been agreement as to their scope. Thus, by
some: writers the term shaman has been used very
broadly for any specialist who is concerned with the
maintenance or restoration of the e u1iibrium of
a society y ritua
Liberty (19 70: 74-78) reviewed efforts to develop a polarized
model for religious practitioners--shaman versus priest; and
through her analysis of Crow and Cheyenne data demonstrated
that this dichotomy is often invalid.

9
In one instance (Opler 194 1) the term, shaman, has
been used so broadly as to be applied by the writer to
eleven informants only one of whom was considered by sub
sequent informants to have qualified for the title (Boyer
1962:235-236).

Despite suggestions (Loeb 1929, Eliade

1964, Underhill 1965, Wadley 1976) that the term, shaman,·
is appropriate only for a limited sector of traditional
healers and ritual practitioners, a broad application of
the term continues.

Thus, a reader who lacks familiarity

with the ethnographic literature might assume incorrectly
that a description of shamanic behavior, which may be
accurate for an individual or for a restricted category of
practitioners, is applicable to many or all traditional
healers.
The domain of the spirit-directed-healer cuts across
the various categories of traditional healers but does not
include all persons who might be listed under any one of
these terms.

The spirit-directed-healer is defined as a

person who:

1) �licits and uses spiritual direction.and

information in the diagnosis and treatment of illness,
2) attributes the ultimate source of his/her healing power
to one or more anthropopsychic spirits, and 3) claims to
have been called to healing by those spirits.· The spirit

directed-healers' decisions, demands, and remedies are

legitimized by their source--the directing supernatural
entity.

This definition excludes those whose healing

10
knowledge and/or power is said to come from a purchased or
inherited medicine without being accompanied by a spiritual
call to healing.

It does not, for example, include those

herbalists and diviners· who deny spiritual directions; nor
does it include persons who speak to or manipulate spirits
from a posture of command or equivalence.

The spirit comes

to, and leaves, the spirit-directed-healer at its own dis
cretion.

The spir�t is understood to be generally attentive

to the healer's request for aid, but not submissive or
commanded.

It will reduce its support and/or abandon its

vessel if sufficiently provoked or slighted.

The healer

considers himself/herself to be the instrument and servant
of the directing spirit.
In Chapter I I I the word priest is used within trans
lations of conversations between the writer and informants.
The term is used by English-speaking members of that
community.

It is a contraction for cult priest or fetish

priest, phrases which were introduced during the colonial

period (Kingsley 190 1:9�- 100).
person of the spirits.

Its referent is obosomfo, a

There appear to be minor sectional

differences "in the use of this term.

Field ( 1960: 18)

defines obosomfo as a priest of an obosom (lesser deity).
Among the Techiman-Bono akomfo (plural) and abosomfo (plural)
are herbalists who cure both organic and spiritually caused
disease.

However, only.those who are male and of the

matrilineage that "owns" the obosom (shrine) may become
obosomfo (Warren 1974b:27).

11
Healing is defined as an act which is intended to
prevent, eliminate, or decrease group or individual ill
ness.

Anemic definition of illness is used.

It is any

psychological or biological condition which is perceived
by the client and/or the healer to be incompatible with
the social, physical, or projective environment.

Illness,

in this sense, is dis-ease between ego and his/her world.
Recruitment includes the selection, training, and
induction of an individual into the status of spirit
directed-healer.
experience:

The call to healing is defined as an

1) which ego and others in the society define

as extra-normal, and 2) which ego and others in the society
interpret to be a command to become a healer.

This emic

definition often includes behaviors such as "sight,"
"visions," and "conversations with spirits," which are
etically classified as trance, hysteria, dreams, or
hallucinations.

Induction is marked by the first act of

healing in which the individual accepts full responsibility
for his actions as a healer.

Induction does not preclude

continued training.

Anactive high god is defined as a supreme deity,

which is concerned with·hurnan affairs and is considered
to be readily accessible to the petitions of lay
individuals.

Anotiose deity is "considered either too

distant to be approached, or too powerful to be in need of
human worship" (Malefijt 1968: 152).

12
Aberrant behavior is defined as actions which are
emically considered to indicate:

1) inability to perform

social roles, 2) hallucinations and dissociations other
than those expected in ritual duties, 3) inability to
perform duties contributing to maintenance of the household.
Significant others are those other people who are
most important for an individual in determining his
behavior ( Frank 1974: 262) .

Authority figure is the person

who--by virtue of his status, role, or recognized superiority
in knowledge, strength, etc.--exerts influence in a relation
ship so tnat his commands, suggestions, or ideas influence
the behavior of the other (English and English 1958:54) .
Crisis is an undesirable, crucial, and significant
event and/or a decisive _and radical change in a person's
life (Sykes 1974�64) .

CHAPTER I I I
SPIRIT-DIRECTED-HEALERS I N GHANA
Procedure
Location of the study.

Bepoase is in the eastern

section of Ashantiland (Ghana) , about 60 miles .in from the
coast.

It serves as a market and traditional administra

tive center for the surrounding villages.

The subsistence

base is horticulture augmented by part-time specialists.
The community was defined as those individuals
living within a five-mile radius of the palace of the
omahene.

The area included a market, a few shops, a

school, and two churches.

The core is surrounded by settle

ments which are scattered about in the rain forest.

The

typical settlement consists of two houses, 10 residents
(adults and children) , and the cultivated fields.

The

settlements are connected by a network of paths which run
through the rain �crest.
Sample.

The traditional healers who were interviewed

for this study were selected on the basis of a survey taken
in 197 2.
asked:

Two hundred eighty-six adult respondents were
1) "What priest would you consult if you had serious

problems?"
area. "

2) "Please name two other priests in the Bepoase

The traditional healers were ranked according to
13
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the total number of times their name was listed.

The four

traditional healers whose life histories were analyzed
were those most often named in the survey.
Interview.

The study at the shrines ranged from

two days to several weeks.

Each subject was reinterviewed

on at least one return visit after the initial study.
During the visits, the researcher lived in the home of the
healer and observed the daily routin�, the clients, and
the consultations.
ended.

The interviews were informal and open

Information listed in the schedule(Appendix B)

was elicited.

After each interview the content of the

conversation was checked with the field assistant to be
certain that the meaning of the words, phrases, etc. , had
not been misunderstood.

After each segment, the notes were

reviewed for follow-up questions and missing information.
Analysis of the data.

Interview tapes, schedules,

and field notes were reviewed sentence by sentence.
data were sorted by subject and by informant.

All

Character is-

tics·common. to the four informants were considered as

factors possibly associated with recruitment into the
status of spirit-directed-healer.
The Informants
FY.

FY, male, estimated age 40, resides in a settle

ment _located about five miles from Bepoase, deep into the

15
rain forest.

The settlement contains two 2-room houses.

FY occupies one, relatives the other.

He owns a cocoa

grove plus the usual cleared farm space.
FY treats people who come from the surrounding area.
He is also called into Bepoase to treat special cases.
met him on one such occasion.
dying man.

I

He had been called to see a

The family wanted to know " who had killed him."

FY exhibits a remarkable sense of humor.

Unlike

the other three informants, F� appears to find an infectious
joy in most activities, and is particularly amused by a joke
on himself.

Although I spent less time with FY than with

the other healers, in retrospect, I consider him the key
informant to an understanding of Asante spirit-directed
healers.
AD.

AD, female, estimated age 60, lived in a

settlement northwest of Bepoase.

Her home consisted of

two 1-room houses, occupied by grandchildren and adult
daughters, plus the 3-room building which housed AD and
her third husband.

The sleepirig quarters were joined by a

wall ·which enclosed an outdoor living area for the extended
family.
In the household there also lived an eight-year-old
boy who was dedicated(given) to AD by his parents.

The

client couple had.failed to have liveborn children for
many years.

With AD' s help, the woman bore twins.

first was given to the healer.

The

16
While seated on a stool in the open-roofed compound,
this tiny woman directed the affairs of the household,
corrected the behavior of her grandchildren, chatted with
friends, and met clients who came for her help.

She

appeared to be overworked but did not complain or shirk the
calls of her patients.

She mentioned that for the first

time in 43 years she would not dance for the shrine spirits
on their biannual festival day.

AD died four months after

my last visit with her.
YB.

YB, male, age 4 5, lives at Edu.

In 1972 Edu
By

was separated from Bepoase by a strip of rain forest.

1975, a large settlement was being developed between them,
so that Edu is becoming a ward or section of Bepoase.
However, in 1975, the mountain which rises behind the
shrine and is the "spirits' home" remained unchanged.
YB's fame and fortune is on the rise.

He is

assisted by a nephew who acts as the ritual linguist during
trance and who collects and prepares many of the herbal

medicines.

The opening 6f a new shrine building was
celebrated in 19 75. YB. said that the spirits had instructed
him to move to the new building because the noise of the

nearby houses bothered them.
YB is a tall, thin man who is usually deliberate
and controlled in his manner.
which misses very little.

He has a penetrating gaze

When displeased, he ·can strike

fear in the heart of a client with a single glance.

He is

17
very strict in the observance of food and sexual taboos
and demands that others associated with the shrine do
likewise.

He directs the affairs of the shrine and his

chicken farm with quiet commands and an occasional frown.
Only a twinkle of his eye and the obvious affection which
his children display toward him belie his serious demeanor.
Although puritanical in his devotion to ritual
traditions, YB is flexible and receptive to change in other
areas.

He is active in the movement to license traditional

healers and deplores the "devils who are untrained and
cheat the people by �elling them useless herbs."

He ques

tioned me at length about emergency treatment for high
fever, th� pr6per use of_ aspirin and vitamin pill�, etc.
SN.

SN, female,· estimated age SO, has adapted to

the pressures of Westernization in a different way.

Unlike

the other informants, SN acts as· administrator of a multi-·
healer complex which is well known in the area for its
success in "b_one healing" (a term which covers fractures,
· sprains, dislocations, �unshot wounds, etc.).

In addition

to primary care, the complex receives patients, referred
by Western-trained physicians, for physical therapy and
long-term recovery.

The patients and the healers who were

interviewed at the complex added that, "The doctors also
send the people they don't know how to cure."

Some years

ago the municipal authorities threatened to close the complex
_because, according to SN, "We didn't have adequate water in
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the dry season. "

This problem cleared up shortly after SN

announced her convers�on to Christianity and deleted public
ritual from the therapy.
On record, SN maintained the position that the
complex is a Christian healing facility.

This was puzzling

in light of the fact that in the 1972 survey SN had been
one of the four persons most often named as "a priest you
would go to with a serious problem. "

It was AF, SN's

brother, who explained the apparent contradiction.

The

potential to heal is passed through males and females in
the family, but only a few "find the courage" to practice.
The courage comes from the spirits.

"These days SN is

usually busy looking after things, " and " I am the pagan"
(his term).

AF then took me to the spirit's shrine,

described his annual visit of tribute to the founding
shrine of bone healers, and outlined the rules obeyed by
the practicing healers.
Comparisons
Occupation and family.

The four informants, all

past middle age, had practiced traditional healing for 20
or more years.

Each began healing in his/her late teens or

early twenties.

Each has practiced conventional alternate

occupations(Appendix C).

Only one of the informants, FY,

had received any formal education.

Memories of early

childhood which the informants recalled are typical for
the time and place(Appendix D) .
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To this point the data on the informants' lives do
not show any factor which suggests their potential to
become spirit-directed-healers.

The orientation and pro

creation families are not unusual for the Bepoase area
(Appendix C) .

At the time of their respective calls by

the spirits, the two women were married, and the two men
were bachelors.
living.

AD and YB were poor but able to make a

SN and FY were still receiving support from their

families.
Contact with other healers.

Each of the informants

had had contact during childhood with one or more close
relatives who were active in healing.

Their comments

suggest that, as children, they did not consider the ·
presence of a shrine in the home to�be particularly unusual.
Each stated that he/she sometimes saw the medicines and
watched the therapy.

Pressure from the elders to learn about

the medicines varied ·(Appendix E) .
Each informant had lost one o_r both parents in his/

her late teens or early twenties.

In three cases the

parent had been a spirit-directed-healer.

Contact with

relatives who were spirit-directed-healers appears to be a
contributing factor toward recruitment into the status,
but it is by no means .an adequate explanation.

It does not

address the question of why it was the informant who was
called by the spirit rather than another sibling who shared
similar childhood and family experiences.
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The Shamanic Personality
The informants' personalities.

The introductory

paragraphs about the four informants and the description
of their styles of communication with spirits (Appendix F)
show marked variations in personality.

There are, however,

two traits which were observed to be common to the four.:
The first is presence; the second _is competence.

Presence

refers to the individual's bearing which is characterized by
poise, confidence, and courage.

Competence refers to their

organizational style which results in efficient productivity.
The debate in the literature.

Devereux (1961:1089)

argued that the typical shaman has a latent, if unconscious
psychotic core.

He commented that:

The _real problem which disturbs Opler and Honigmann
[anthropologists} is the fact that culturally valued
functions can apparently be taken over by severe
neurotics, and even by more or less latent
psychotics, who have a sound insight into the
social dynamics of their role.
On the ot�er s�de 6f the debate Spiro (1965:105) stated: .
. . • if ·a religious belief or ritual in a non
Western society is phenotypically similar to a
belief or behavior pattern characteristic of a
Western psychotic, the former, according to
absolutism, is also abnormal. This position is
as untenable as social relativism. . . .
Distortion, for example, implies the existence
of some reality relative to which a cognition is
false, a perception is skewed, an affect is
misplaced. • . . Hence, judgment concerning the
existence of distortion must be based on the
culturally constituted world view and the
behavioral environment of the actor whose
behavior is being assessed.

Handelman (1968:353) noted the frequent failure of
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writers to distinguish analytically between the shaman as a
person and the shaman performing his role definition.

He

suggested that the often assumed connection between

shamanic personality and forms of · mental disorder grew out

of observations of public shamanic performance, directed by
cultural expectations, not intimate knowledge of the
shaman's psychological nature.
The issue is compounded by a confusion of two other
concepts:

1) possession--an emic explanatory term, and

2) trance--a range on the continuum of state of conscious
ness(Wells 1978) .

This lack of conceptual clarity is

expanded when writers fail to provide a clear distinction
between descriptions of trance behavior manifested by the
religious healer as part of his ritual duties, and
descriptions of tran�e and other behaviors attributed to
possession, which are exhibited by the patient/client.
Eng (1974: 6 67) concluded that although group possessions
and shamanic trance share characteristics, ". • • the
mom�nt �£ cognitive clarity that characterizes the

shamanistic trance tends to be absent from the [group]

'possession' per·formances. "
The position taken in this paper is that the
extremes of either side of the argument obscure understand
ing of the range of personality, competence, and motivation
which may be found among traditional healers.

Without

doubt there are some who claim to be traditional healers
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and who, as in any population, are psychotic; but this
label is not applicable to most.

The literature abounds

with statements to the effect that the final test for the
healer's claim to a spirit call is his competence in
curing.

The Asante have their share of madmen, but in

the experience of this �riter, they are not the accepted,
successful spirit-directed-healers.

Field(1955) and

Warren( 19 74a) support this conclusion.
The informants' narratives concerning their calls
to healing (Appendix G) certainly· include statements which
are phenotypically psychotic by Western standards.

It

would be simplistic, however, to conclude that mental
derangement explains their selec�ion as spirit-directed
healers.
1.

Four reasons for this position are listed:
It is often stated in the literature that a

distinction is made, by the people, between those who are
mad and those who are called to the spirits.

Murphy

(1978: 256-258) stated:
From this broad perspective it appears that
(i) phenomenal processes of disturbed thought
and behavior similar to schizophrenia are
found in most cultures; (ii) they are suffi
ciently distinctive and noticeable that
almost everywhere a name has been created for
them; (iii) over and above similarity in
process, there is variability in content which
· in a general way is colored by culture; and
(iv) the role of social fictions in herceiving
and def1n1n the henomena seems to ave· been
very s 1g t.
ta 1cs mine.
2.

The diagnosis of cause is made by a practicing

spirit-directed-healer.

Success in training usually
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requires moral and financial support from the initiate's
family.

It is not likely that the cost and time involved

would be expended on one judged incompetent by those who
kn ow him best.

Peter Fry( 197 6: 3 3) in discus sing Z·ezuru

spirit mediumship stated that:
. . . the "incontrovertible authority" which
ritual mobilises is not incontrovertible at all;
it must, and does, give way to the truly
incontrovertible authority which is public opinion.
Although the ritual involved in the induction of
new mediums may be effective in reordering rele
vant social relations, such is the nature of
spirit-mediumship that its effectiveness can only
be temporary, for, as will shortly be seen,
mediums may subsequently be dismissed as frauds,
downgraded or even elevated in status. Just as a
Melanesian craftsman cannot hope simply to manu
facture a beautiful arm shell or necklace and
expect it to take on the status of a prestige Kula
valuable; neither can a Zezuru man or woman expect
to be acclaimed as a powerful medium simply through
being "made" by the prescribed ritual techniques.
Until he has proved himself a capable medium,
until he has attracted many clients and unless he
can satisfy the expectations of those clients, his
status is precarious.
3.

The observed daily activities of the four

informants contradict the psychotic label.

Friends and

associates of the four informants were questioned about

the healers'· activities and behaviors.

There was no

reference to aberrant behavior.
4.

During the interview AD was asked, "Have there

been any oth�r times [than during the call] when you did
not remember?"

She replied, "Only once, when I was sick.

It wasn't spirits, it was aseram, it was natural. "
(Aseram is a disease category associated with high fever. )
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YB's answer to the same question was, " No, except sometimes
when we are drumming for a special festival.

Sometimes when

I am dancing [ritual trance] I forget. for a little while,
but not long. "

The Calls to Healing
The significance of the psychotic-like behavior
during recruitment was considered by a review of the
informants' narratives.

Appendix G reports the informants'

perceptions of what occurred.

It is presented in the

sequence narrated and reflects the flow of the informants'
thoughts.

Only redundant sections were omitted.

The

narratives were prompted by the question, "Tell me how it
was when you became a priest. "

Questions interrupting

the monolog were held to a minimum.

The informants' retro

spective interpretations are shaped by the folk ideology
(Kelley 19 76:7 1) .

Nevertheless, they have value for the

analysis because they provide insights to the individual's
perceptions of what was salient to the .process.
Lewis(19 66) , Wilson (1967) , Gussler ( 19 73) , and
others have discussed the marginal aspects of persons who
participate in repetitive group possession therapy.

The

Asante informants differ markedly from that syndrome in
that they, and those who know them well, stated that any
aberrant behavior was confined to a single episode in their
life history. . It could be argued, however, that the
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informants were marginal at the time of the spirit's call.
A comparison of the narratives revealed four themes.
1.

FY, AD, and YB reported real or perceived demands

placed on them by significant others.

The informants had

failed to fulfill the demands.
2.

At the time of the spirit's call, each informant

was actually or emotionally separated from one or more of
his/her significant authority figures.
3.

Acceptance of the call came at a time of crisis

for AD, YB, and SN.

An emotional crisis can be inferred

in FY's reaction to his grandfather's persistent efforts to
teach him to heal.
4.

Acceptance of the spirit's call appears to have

resolved the crisis.
Suggested Explanation
In traditional Asante society the individual was
trained to place group needs and desires above his own.
He was expected to be cooperative, to repress anger and
aggression, to look to elders for guidance.

His sense of

identity was integrated closely with the extended family.

As an adult, he continued to be responsible to the family
head and lineage elders.

The authority which he might hold

within his nuclear family was hedged by the wider restric
tions.

At the same time, he and his family were supported,

guided, and aided in decisions and needs by the larger group.
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If one reached the position of lineage head, it was through
the cooperation and support of other family members.

Thus,

in the ideal, no individual was left without guidance and
support while having the de facto responsibility for himself
and subordinates.
An individual who lost his maj or autho'rity figure(s)
or was separated emotionally or actually from supporting
family elders was in a position which conflicted with his
role training.

He lacked confidence and preparation to per 
The otiose high god did not provide a

form the new role.

spiritual authbrity figure which was approached on a regular
and consistent one-to-one basis.

Spirit personalities tend

to be diffuse, ambiguous, and often contradictory in expecta 
tions and . reactions.
and utilitarian.

Worship of a spirit tends to be ad · hoc

Thus the non-devotee usually lacked a

specific supernatural personification to which he habitually
and confidently turned for guidance and support.

In this

situation the culture provided a solution to the dilemma-
accepting a spirit's call.
With rare exception , the individual rejected the
initial call by the spirit.
to do this. "

" I can't do this ; I do not want

The initial rej ection serves to validate the

sincerity and legitimacy of the call, but it also appears
to accurately reflect the feeling of inadequacy which the
initiate expressed.

The role of spirit-directed- healer

requires an individualistic, inner-directed, authoritarian
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perf ormance wh ich is s imilar t o the s i tua t i on the subjec t
already f inds dis tress ing.
The Asante informan ts ment i oned the acqu is i t i on of
s treng th and courage wh ich came w i th the accep tance of the
call. On a return vis i t t o FY in 1975, the following con 
versa t i on took place:
W:
FY:
W:
FY:
W:
FY:
W:

H ow does i t go for y ou ?
I t is f ine.
You are s t ill healing ?
Oh, yes.
You have the c ourage ?
I t is wi th me.
Please try t o expla in more to me ab ou t th is .
I want t o be cer tain I unders tand abou t the
c ourage .

FY:
W:

I t comes fr om the sp i ri ts.
Is i t l ike the courage y ou need t o figh t a
l i on or a mean man ?

FY:
W:
FY :
W:
FY:

I t is l ike tha t, bu t more.
H ow is i t more ?
T o know y ou know.
Yes, .what else ?
If there is a s ick man and they come t o y ou
for help, y ou s tand there and look, and i t is
jus t y ou w i th ou t the courage. The man needs
y our help bu t w i th ou t the courage y ou wan t t o
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run, you want to say, " Go away , don ' t bother me.
What can I do?"

Then you see what is wrong and

you think this man needs this, this, and this .
But it is just you, and you are afraid.
if you are wrong?

What

What if there is something

there, an evil for example, that you don ' t see,
that you can ' t fight?
W:
FY :

When the courage is with you, how is it different?
You give up [ to the spirits] .
you , it is them .

You s ay it is not

I know because they know and

they tell me, make me see .
W:

Do you usually go to the shr� ne before you try _
to heal ?

FY :

No, I talk with them each day .

Then whenever I

need to know, they are there [ come to him ] .
(I talics mine . )
Acceptance· of the call is expressed as submission to
the spirit ' s will.

Thus the new s tatus of the initiate, and

later of the spirit - directid-he�ler � provides the individual
with a role definition that is compatib le with his previous
ro le preparation.

He is supported by his trainers ; he is

directed by and under the authority of the spirit (s) , and
will remain so throughout his service .

There is little

doubt that the major portion of a spirit-direct�d-healer ' s
techniques is derived from his personal study and observa 
tions, but it is important to understand that the confidence
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with which he issues such directives lies in his belief
that his knowledge and ability is a direct consequence of
the spirit's will .
Characteristics Shared with the Sukuma and the Ga
The Sukuma.

Hatfield(1968: 1 29- 161) discussed char

acteristics which were common to Sukuma inspirational bafuma,
the term used for medico - religious practitioners who meet
the criteria for spirit - directed type healers .

The following

characteristics were mentioned:
1.

The involuntary nature of the call.

"As we have

seen some [ hec1:lers ] have no choice but ·to take up the
practice - -their masamva [spirits ] have demanded it • . • from
the point of view of Sukuma religious beliefs it is
es sentially anot� er example of an involuntary act of piety
towards divini'ties"(p. 1 29) .
2.

The non-psychotic nature of the candidate.

"

I shall accept the Sukuma categorization of these experi 

ences of masamva, that these are not necessarily the lucubra 
tions of an unbalanced person even though their manifesta
tions do approach the outer lim'i ts · of the Sukuma definition
of normalcy"(pp. 1 30 - 131) .
3.

The opportunity to observe therapy and divination

techniques prior to the spirit's call .

These included:

membership in voluntary associations, treatment for illness,
relatives who were healers(pp. 133-140) .
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4.

Variat ion in pressure to learn healin g .

" One

young man . . . had s teadfas tly refused to learn his
fa ther ' s divina tory special ties , al though he had been
willing to learn his medicines " (p. 14 1) .
S.

The average age.

Ages a t which the spi rit call

began was 21 years, wi th a range of 15 to 39 (p. 147) .
6.

Social ization.

"Young children are expected to

be obedien t , coopera tive , and inobtrusive [sic ] " (p. 148) .
Adolescents have the opportuni ty to join or ganizations

which are not directly under the con trol of relatives · or
elders (p . 149) .

"Being temporarily freed from family

responsibili ties, adolescen ts find themselves dependent upon
much more capricious agencies for suppor t:

themselves and

their peer groups " (p. 1 5 0) .
7.

Crisis and s tress at time of spiri t call.

"At

the same time· each individual has an internal stru ggle for
the es tablishmen t of his se if as an independent en ti ty which
is somehow s till a self imbedded in his father ' s house and
in his fa ther's name" (p . 150) .
8.

Resolution of crisis • . " The calling to bufumu

a t this time in a person ' s life resolves a number of
conflic ts" (p . 15 1) .
9.

New au thori ty fi gure.

"

. inspirational

diviners have a much more intima te and continuously ac tive
contact wi th masamva than their fellow prac titioners or the
common man" (p. 161) .

The Ga .
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In his discussion of wontse, Ga spirit

mediums, Kelley(1976) noted the following characteristics:
1.

Ages of spirit mediums.

" Ages of active mediums

range from 15 to 80-plus, with a mean age of approximately
45" (p. 64) .
2.

Education .

" It is the exceptional medium who

has completed more than four years of formal education;
virtually none have acquired reading and writing abilities"

(p. 6 4) .

3.

Reasons given by the mediums for selection .

spirits might be attracted to a person who:

The

had been

accursed for � rongdoing, suffered from long illness, was
about to be felled by some misfortune, was in continual

disgrace, had left the Ga area and taken up residence in
some more or less distant locale(pp. 6 7-68) .
4.

Situations referred to by mediums in their accounts

of life and time prior to . the spirit call.

In their retro

spective interpretations the following situations were

included:

failure to learn in school, failure in business,

barrenness � death of children(pp·. 73- 74) .
5.

Contact with relatives who were spirit mediums.

" It is not unusual that both mediums served a god belonging
to their paternal relatives. "

A spirit may be served by

members of a family over a long period of time(p . 86) .
6.

Decision to enter training .

delay at this stage.

"

There was some

more often there was
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considerable unwillingness expressed at this point both by
the intended recruit and by relevant members of her �ami ly.
For as many mediums have told me about the final
decision to enter training,

. 'It is better than if I

were to die and better than . if I were to be come insane "'
(pp. 94 - 95) .
7.

Resolution of crisis.

" In all cases known to

me, performance of the rites of . ninesiwo was in fact
successful in bringing order into the recruit' s life.
From this time onwards her possession experiences occur in
highly predictable and, for the most part, publicly
expected contexts" (p. 9 8 ) .
Finding.

The characteristics listed for the Sukuma

and the Ga are remarkably similar to those enumerated for
the Asante.

By definition each culture is unique, and it

is not asserted here that recruitment to spirit-directed
hea ling among the Sukuma, Ga, and Asante is identical.
However, the similarities noted by three different writers,
addressing related but different issues� support the thesis
that there is an underlying similarity of process and
factors pertinent to the recruitment of spirit- directed
healers.
Unfortunately, adequate information is not available
to make a cross-cultural comparison of comparable life
histories of spirit - directed- healers.

Therefore, the

suggested explanation was · tested through statistical
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comparisons of other data whi ch m ight contradi ct or
support the posited · explanation.

CHAPTER IV
CROSS- CULTURAL COMPARISONS
Sample
Two sub - samples were drawn from articles and books
that :

1) provided adequate information relevant to the

subj ect of spirit-directed- healer (Appendix H ) , and 2 ) were
written about cultures for which data fo·r st.atistical
comparisons are available.

The first subsample, 14 societies

that lack spirit - directed -healers, was taken ·from the
literature that contained sections describing medical and
religious practices in the society and, which :

1) stated

that practitioners of the spirit-directed- healer type were
not present in the society, or 2 ) omitted any mention of
practitioners of the spirit- directed- healer type in the
sections which described traditional healers and religious
officiants.
The second sub - sample, 25 societies that have spirit 
directed- healers, was drawn from the literature which:

1)

described some aspect
( s) of this type of healer, or 2) listed
the spirit-directed type healer as one form of practitioner
present in the society.

The two sub - samples are from

African societies located on or below 15 degrees latitude
north.

The societies are scattered over that section of

the continent. · They lie in 30 of the 103 clusters listed
for that area (Bourguigno� and Greenbaum 19 7 3 : 171 - 176) .
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Methods
The statistical methods used for comp arisons in this
chapter were:

1) chi square, with 2) Yates correction

(Taylor 1972: 1 23 - 1 29) .

P

=

. OS(3. 841, ldf) .

Similarity of Samples to Sub-Sahar an Societies
Data adequate for a random sample are not available
to this type of inquiry.

It is, however, important to j udge

the degree to which the two sub-samples are repr�sentative
of sub - Saharan societies as a whole.

A comparison was made

between the sample societies and those societies listed for
the same geographical area (Bourguignon and Greenbaum 197 3:
17 1-176) .

A similar method w as described in Greenbaum

(1973) .
The 277 societies coded for the area were considered
to be the universe of sub- Saharan societies.

The hypothesis

was made th at there will be no significant differences
between the sub-samples and all sub-Saharan societies.

To

illustrate the representativeness of the sub - samples to
sub-S aharan societies in general, each sub-sample was
compared, with all sub-Saharan societies, on 1 5 structural
variables.
The structural characteristics used as independent
variables were selected from the coded data of Bourguignon
and Greenbaum(1973: 171 - 176) .

The selection was made to

include a varie ty cif aspects which are particularly
important in sub - Saharan societies:

The variables were:
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degree of dependence on agriculture, type of agriculture,
degre� of craft speci aliz ation, degree of j urisdiction al
hierarchy beyond the local level, presence of the office
of headman, acquisition of the office of he adm an, type of
cl ass stratific ation, presence of sl avery , settlement
p attern, community organiz ation, type of kin groups, m arit al
residence p attern, marri age form, family org aniz ation,
community size .
T ables I and I I cont ain dat a on the degree of
simil arity of the two sub-samples to the universe o f sub 
S ah ar an societies for the 15 structural v ariables.

The

chi squ are scores (x 2 ) indicate th at, for the 15 v ari ables,
the sub-samples do not differ significantly from the
universe .

It is assumed, therefore, th at the sub-s amples

are representative of sub-S aharan societies .
Comp arison of Sub - Samples
Structur al characteristics .

The hypothesis was made

that there will be no signific ant differences between the·
two sub-samples · for the 15 structur al variables used in the

previous section .

The procedure used was the same as

described above .
The chi squ are scores (x 2 ) shown in T able I I I indicate
that for the 15 v ariables the two sub-samples do not dif fer
signific antly from e ach other.

It is assumed, therefore,

th at these 15 structural ch aracteristics are not pertinent
to the presence of spirit-directed-he alers .
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TABLE I
STRUCTU RAL CHARACTE R IST ICS IN S P I R IT- D I RE CTE D-HEALE R
SOC IET IES AND IN SUB-SAHARAN SO C IETIES

Structural
Characteri sti'c

SpiritDirectedHealer
Societt
No.
o

Sub ..:
Saharan
Societr
No. I

x2

Dependence on
agr icul ture
Heavy
Low

22
3

88
12

2 37

40

86
14

0. 0 10

Type o f agriculture
Intensive
Shi fting

5
19

21
79

84
18 2

32
68

0. 74 4

Cra ft specialization
None or one
Two or more

16
4

80
20

2 27

50

82
18

0. 014

Juri sdictional
hierarchy
None beyond local
level
One or more beyond
local level

3

13

65

24

20

87

2 07

76

0. 863

20

3

87
13

19 2
25

88
12

0. 0 15

O ffice of headman
inherited
No
Yes

4
16

20
80

46
146

24
76

0 . 0 15

Clas s s trati fication
None or non-inherited
Di stinct, complex

9
14

39
61

138
95

59
41

2

Slavery
Not present
Pre sent

5
17

23
77

47
186

20
80

0.000

O ffice of headman
Pre sent
Absent

. 685
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TAB LE I ( C on tinue d)

S t ructur a l
Ch aract e ri s t i c

Spiri t Di recte d Healer
Societ
f
No .

Sub S ah aran
S ocie ti
No . I

x2

Se t t lement p at t e rn
F lui d , d i s p e rs e d
Pe rmanent , c omp act

12
11

52
48

133
144

48
52

0 . 14 7

C ommun i ty o r g ani z ati on
C l an b as e d
Non - c l an b as e d

6
17

26
74

89
158

36
64

0 . 5 29

Kin group s
P a t r i l ine a l
Oth e r

15
9

62
38

20 2
75

73 .
27

0 . 731

Mari t a l re s i dence
Patri l oc a l
Oth e r

19
6

76
24

209
67

76
24

0 . 045

Marri age fo rm
Po lygyny
Othe r

23
1

96
4

228
48

83
17

1 . 941

11
14

44
56

157
120

57
43

1 . 49 4

7

78
22

62

so

45

F ami ly o rg ani z at ion
I ndep endent
Ext ended

Me an s i z e o f c ommun i ty
1 - 19 9
2 0 0 o r mo re

2

55

2 . 46 1
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TABLE I I
STRUCTURAL CHARACTER IS T I CS I N NON -SP I R I T - DI RECTED -HEALER
S OC I ET I ES AND IN SUB -SAHARAN SOC I ET I ES

Stru ctural
Chara cter i s tic
Dependence on
agri culture
Heavy
Low

Non Sp ir itDire cted Healer
Societ
t
No .

SubSaharan
Societr
No . \

x2

10
4

71
29

2 37

40

86
14

1. 118

Type of agri culture
Intens ive
Shift ing

6
4

60
40

84
18 2

32
68

2. 4 2 8

Craft spe cial izat ion
None or one
Two or more

9
5

64
36

2 27

so

82
18

1 .683

Jur isdi ct ional
h ierarchy
None beyond local
level
One or more beyond
local level

3

21

65

24

11

79

2 07

76

Off i ce of headman
Present
Absent

10
4

71
29

19 2

25

12

2 . 101

7

3

30
70

46
146

24
76

0. 00 2

9
5

64
36

138
95

59
41

0.360

4
10

29
71

47
186

20
80

0 . 171

Off i ce of hea dman
inher ited
No
Yes
Class stratif i cat ion
None or non - inher ited
Dist in ct, complex
Slavery
Not present
Present

88

0.1 2 0
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TABLE I I (Continued )

Structural
Char acteristic
Settlement pattern
Fluid, dispersed
Permanent, compact

NonSpiritDirected
Healer
Societ
t
No.

SubSaharan ·
Soci ety
No. I

x2

10
4

71
29

13 3
144

48
52

2. 061

Community organization
Clan based
Non-clan ba sed

5
9

36
64

89
158

36
64

0. 068

Kin groups
Patrilineal
Other

8
6

57
43

202
75

73
27

0. 958

Marital residence
Patrilocal
Other

7
7

so
so

209
67

76
24

3. 420

10
4

71
29

228
48

83
17

0. 499

Family organization
Independent
Extended

7
7

157
120

57
43

0. 046

Me an size of communi ty
1-199
200 or inore

so
so

7
6

54
46

62

so

45

Marriage form
Polygyny
Other

55

0. 1 12
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TABLE I I I
STRUCTURAL CHARACTER IST I CS IN S P I R IT-DI RECTED 
HEALE R SOC IET IES AND IN NON-S P IR IT- D I RE CTE D
HEALE R SOCIET IES

SpiritDirectedHe aler
Societ
t
No .

NonSpirit DirectedHe aler
Societ
t
No .

Dependence on
agriculture
He avy
Low

22
3

88
12

10
4

71
29

0 . 735

Type of agriculture
Intensive
S�ifting

5
19

21
79

6
4

60
40

3 . 320

Cr aft speci aliz ation
None or one
Two or more

16
4

80
20

9
5

64
36

0 . 393

Jurisdiction al
hier archy
None beyond loc al
level
One or more beyond
loc al level

3

13

3

21

20

87

11

79

0 . 045

Office of he adm an
Present
Absent

20
3

87
13

10
4

71
29

0 . 542

Office of he adm an
- inherited
No
Yes

4
16

20
80

3
7

30
70

0 . 024

Cl ass str atific ation
None or non-inherited
Distinct, complex

9
14

39
61

9
5

64
36

2 . 120

Sl avery
Not present
Present

5
17

23
77

4
10

29
71

0 . 000

Structural
Characteristic

X

2
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TABLE III(Continued)
SpiritDirected Healer
Societt
�o.

NonSpirit DirectedHealer
Societt
No.
o

Settlement pattern
Fluid, dispersed
Permanent, compact

12
11

52
48

10
4

71
29

0 . 659

Communi ty organization
Clan based
Non-clan based

6
17

26
74

5
9

36
64

0 . 0 63

15
9

62
38

8
6

57
43

0 . 000

19
6

76
24

7
7

so
so

1 . 685

23

1

96
4

10
4

71
29

2 . 720

11
14

44
56

7
7

so
so

0 . 000

7
2

78

7

54
46

0 . 485

Structural
Characteristic

- Kin groups
Patrilineal
Other
Marital residence
Patrilocal
Other
Marriage form
Polygyny
Other
Family organization
Independent
Extended
Mean size of community
1 - 1 9 9 ·_
20 0

or more

22

6

x2

._

43

Other structural characterist ics.

Two addit i onal

variables were considered to have a potential for be ing
significantly associated with the presence of spirit 
directed-healers .

They are:

proximity of young marr ied

couples to family authority figures , and separat i on of
male adolescents from the family.

I f , as posited in

Chapter I I I , the salient factors for recrui tment of the
spirit-directed - healer rest in cris is situations provoked
by real or emotional separation from significant authority
figures , then , structural factors which promote or deter
sustained inte.raction wi th family members might be
pertinent .

I t is reasoned that a child that grows up in

a culture which pr omo tes susta ined interaction with the
orientation family is less li kely to be socialized for
coping wi th separatio n from those family members .
The hypo thesis was .made that spirit-d irected- healer
type societies would be significantly associated with:
1) marital residence forms which resul t in proximity of
residence bet'ween the newly married couple and parents or uncle of one or both of the marr iage partners , and 2) little
or no separatio n of adolescent males · from the fam ily .
The sub-samples were compared for the two independent
variables.

Data for the first variable were taken from

B ourguignon and Greenbaum (1973:17 1 - �7 6 ) .

Data for the

second variable , separation of male adolescents, were taken
from the Ethnographic Atlas (Murdock 1967 ) .
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Spirit-directed-healer type societies are as sociated
with marital res idence forms which result in proximity of
residence between the newly married couple and the parents
or uncle of one or both of the marriage p artners .

Spirit 

directed-healer type societies are not as s ociated with
male adolescent s eparation from the family (Table I V) .
Therefore, the form of marital residence was accepted as a
factor as sociated with recruitment of s piri t-directed 
healers :

Male adolescent separation was rejected .

level of s ignificance for marital res idence � . 01 (x 2

The high

= 7 . 68) ,

s upports the argument that normative stable interaction
with significant family authority figures is a contributing
factor in recruitment of the ·spirit-directed-healer .

TAB LE I V
A COMPAR I S ON O F ADDI TI ONAL VARI AB LES

S tructural ·
Characteris tic
Proximity
Pres ent
Abs ent
Adolescent s eparation
Pres ent
Absent

SpiritDirected Healer
Societf
No .
22

0

3

21

to o

0

12 . 5
87 . 5

NonSpiritDirectedHealer
Societt
o
No .

X2 ·

7
5

58
42

7 . 680

5
9

36
64

1 . 64 1
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Socialization .

Following the suggested rationale

for recruitment of spirit-directed-he alers ( Chapter II I),
differences in socialization patterns were predicted to be
significant .

The hypothesis was made that spirit-directed

healers are associated with :

1) a high level of obedience

training, 2) a low level of responsibility training , and
3) a low level of self-reliance training.
The data were taken· from "Traits Inculcated in
Childhood :

Cross-Cultural Codes

s 111

( B arry, et al . · 1 97 6),

which provided information on 18 of the societies included
in this study.

The chi squ are scores ( x 2), shown in Table V,

TABLE V
A COMPARISON OF SOCIAL IZATION CHARACTERISTICS

Socialization
Character i s tic
Obedience training
High
Low

Responsibility training
High
Low
Self-reliance training
High
Low

SpiritDirectedHealer
Societ\
No.
2

29

NonSpiritDirectedHealer
Societl
· No.
5

45
55

x2

0 . 04 9

5

71

s

71
29

3

37

0 . 04 1

4
1

20
80

7
4

64
36

o . o o .s

2

6

s

63
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indicate that for the three variables the two sub-samples do
not differ significantly from each other .

The hypothesis

was rejected and the three variables were removed from the
list of factors considered to be pertinent to the recruit
ment of spirit-directed - healers.
Greenbaum (1973) compared societies for_

Religion.

the presence of possession beliefs and ritualized trance.
Information was given for 33 of the societies included in
this study(Table VI) .

The chi square score(4 . 2 93) for

presence or absence of ritualized trance compared in the
two sub-samples was, as would be expected, significant at
the . OS level.

A comparison of the two sub-samples for the

presence or absence of possession beliefs indicates no
significant association(x 2

=

2 . 30 5) .

The hypothesis was made that in spirit-directed
healer type societies god(s). would be absent or otiose.
Information was taken from the Ethnographic Atlas (Murdock
1967) , A Cros s-Cultural Summary (Textor 196 7) , Diversity

and
and Homogeneity in World· Societies (Bourguignon
_

Greenb.au� 19 73) , and the sources listed in Appendix H.
The ·data presented in Table VI I give overwhelming support
to this position.

Therefore, the variable was accepted

as highly signifi�ant in the recruitment of spirit
directed - healers.
The importance of this factor is emphasized addi
tionally when it is considered in relation to the data
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TABLE V I
THE D ISTR IBUT ION OF P OSSESS ION AND TRANCE

Type So ciety
Spirit -directedhe alers present
Ash an ti
Chig a
Dilling
Dink a
F anti
Fon
G a.
Ibo
L amb a
Lugb ar a
Mbundu.
Nyima
P ando
Shilluk
Sukuma.
Swazi
Thong a.
Tsw an a.
Yorub a.
Z ulu.
Spirit-dire ctedhe alers absent
Amh ar a.
Az ande.
Kikuyu .
Kung.
Loz i.
Mb uti
N ama.
Nupe.
Nyakyus a.
Somali.
Tiv
Vend a
Wolof

Presen ce of
Possession

Presen ce of
Ritu alized Tr an ce

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

.

No .• l8

.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

.
% 90

.

No. 20

X

. . x· .

.
.
% 100

. .
% 62

·.

X
X

X

No. 8

.•

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

No. 9

X
X

.

% 69
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TABLE VI I
THE DISTR IBUT ION OF ACT IVE H I GH GOD

Sp irit 
Directed 
HealerSociett

Character ist ic

No .

Act ive god
Absent
Present

25
0

o

100

0

presented in the prev ious tables.

Non 
Spir it
Directed 
Healer
Soc iett

No .

�

4
10

29
71

x 2.

20. 40
< . 00 1

The f irst considerat ion

is that , as shown in Tables I- II I, pages 37-42, for the 15
structural var iables tested , th� sub-samples do not d iffer
s ign if icantly from each other or from sub - Saharan soc iet ies
as a whole.

Th is is in marked contrast to the s ign if icance

level shown in Table V I I.
The second cons iderat ion is that , for the 14 soc iet ies
that lack sp ir it- �ire cted-healers, only four are listed by
Textor ( 1967 ) as hav ing a high god wh i ch is absent (Nama)

or inact ive (Lozi, Ny akyusa, and T iv) .

These four soc ieties

have sett lement or res idence rules wh ich result in reduced
prox im ity between the newly marr ied couple and parents or
uncle of one or both of the marr ied partners.

As prev iously

d iscussed (p . 43) , it is reasoned that a ch i ld who grows up
in a culture wh ich has such res idence norms is more l ikely
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to be prepared for decision-making and self-re liance in the
absence of significant autho rity figures.
The third consideratio n is that 8 ( o r 62 percent)
of the non-spirit-directed healer type societies were
reported to hold beliefs in possession ( Table VI).

There 

fore, the presence or absence of a belief in spirits which
might possibly call an individual to healing is not the
pertinent factor in recruit�ent of spirit-directed healers.

CHAPTE R V
RESULTS AND DIS CUSS ION
Sununary
The purpose of this research was to identify individual
and social factors which are associated with the recruitment
of spirit -directed-healers in Sub-Saharan Africa .

The

identification of these factors is needed in order to assess
the traditional healers ,� potential role in developing health
care delivery systems.

It is hoped , in addition, that this

study, and others related to the issues , will increase under �
standing and cooperation between representatives of the
various disciplines whose interests converge in the area of
.

.

developing health care delivery systems.
Some of the conditions which result in confusion of
concepts and misunderstandings about the nature of traditional
healers were discussed in Chapters I I and I I I.

These are:

1) confusion of terms, 2) use of the dichotomized Western
model for priest/ sh aman, 3) inconsistent ope rational de fini
tions for the various classes of religious and medica l
practitioners , 4) confusion between the shaman ' s personality
and emotional state and the shaman's culturally defined role
enactment during ritual , 5) confusion between poss �ssion
beliefs and trance states , and 6) equating the behavior
of "possessed patients" to that of the established spirit
di rected·- healer .

·so
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An analysis of the life histories of four traditional
healers who practice in one community in Ghana provided the
data used to develop a suggested explanation for the
selection of individuals as spirit- directed- healers
(Chapter III) .

It was posited that spirit - directed -healers

are associated with :

1) a religious system which does not

include regular one - to- one contact between the individual and
a personalized high god authority figure, 2) a society which
prepares the individual for continued interaction and de 
pendence on significant authority figure (s) in the family,
3) an individual who is actually or emotionally separated
from the family authority figures, and 4) a crisis provoked
by the interaction of the first three factors .
A comparison of characteristics related to spirit
directed-healers among the Asante, the Sukuma, and the Ga
showed remarkable similarities.

Data adequate for other

cross - cultural comparisons of comparable life histories were
not available.

The suggested explanation was, therefore,

tested through statistical comparisons of other data which
might contradict or support the posited explanation
(Chapter IV) .
Conclusions
In a comparison of two sub - samples, societies which
have or lack spirit-directed- healers, the following informa 
tion was found :
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1.

The sub - samples do not differ from sub -Saharan

societies as a whole for the 15 structural variables tested.
2.

The sub - samples do not differ from each other

for the 1 5 structural variables tested.
3.

Spirit- directed - healer type societies are

associated with marital residence forms which result in
continued proximity to significant family authority figures.
4.

Spirit-directed - healer type societies are not

associated with the presence of possession beliefs �
5.

Spirit - directed -healer type s ocieties are

associated with otiose or absent god
(s) .
The results of the several comparisons support the
explanation posited for the recruitment of spirit - directed
healers.
In retrospect, the decision to use the life history
of SN, rather than the fifth ranked priest(p. 1 8) , was
j ustified by the statistical scores.

If, as is suspected,

SN continued to think of herself as a spirit- directed- healer,
her life history conformed to the suggested explanation. . - I f,
on the other hand, her professed conversion to Christianity
was sincere, the renunciation of the directing spirits
accompanied by acceptance of a personali zed, accessible god
lends greater support to the thesis.
Implications
Model for recruitment.

Based on the information

developed in this study, a model for predicting recruitment
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to spirit-directed-hea ling is posited (Table VII I) .

The

model provides a base for future research which could be
used to:

1) develop data for adequate comprehensive cross

cultural comparisons of spirit-directed-healers beyond the
sub-Saharan area, 2) develop data for comparisons of the
spirit-directed-healer to other types of medico-reli gious
practitioners, and 3) refine and expand understanding of
the individual and cultural factors that interact in the
processes of selection and recruitment to a wide variety of
"human services" roles .

TABLE VIII
FACTORS FOR PREDICTION OF RECRU ITMENT
TO SPIRIT-DIRECTED-HEAL ING
Rank as a
Predictive
Factor

Factor

Score

Level of
Significance

First

Absent or ot iose god

20 . 40

< . 001

Second

Norm . for postmarital
residence which results
in prox imity of residence between newly
married couple and the
parents or uncle of one
or both of the marriage
partners

7 . 6 80

<.01

Presence of rituali zed
trance

4 . 293

<. OS

Third
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The traditional healers ' role in cosmopolitan health
care delivery systems.

The findings in this study suggest

that the spirit-directed-healers are important potential
sources for :

1) efficacious therapists acting independently

of the cosmopolitan system, 2 ) paramedical personnel, and
3) information about therapies unknown to the Western
medical system.

The deg ree to which this potential will

be developed depends, in large part, ·on the attitudes of
Western-trained medical personnel toward the traditional
healers .

Positive assessments of the traditional healers '

potential can be implemented by explanations of the phenomena
which rest on empirically demonstrated socio- cultural char 
acteristics rather than on generalizations based on the
assumed and debated psychological states of the healers.
The "Traditional Patient" of a "Cosmopolitan Healer. "
Western-oriented medical personnel state that success in
treatment of non-Western- oriented patients is hampered by:
1) de l ay o f the p at i e nt in se eking the physi ci an ' s he lp, ·

Z) failure of · the patient to follow _ instructions , and 3) the
taking of medicines, prescribed by other healers, which are
incompatible with those prescribed by the physician.

It is

suggested that these problems can be diminished through
increased understanding by the "cosmopolitan" healer of
"traditional" patients.
This study focused attention on factors pertinent to
recruitment of the healer .

However, �he individual and
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socio-cultural factors considered are equally applicab le to
the healer's client.

The g eneral question of this study can

b e rephrased to ask, '.' What are the individual and socio
cultural factors associat ed with the clients who se e k the
therapy of a spirit - direct ed-healer?"

It is sug g est ed that

the answers to this question are similar to those identified
for the healer.

In the client ' s case, crisis is provoked by

th e interaction of:

1) an individual socialized for

dependence on significant family authority figur es, 2) a
failure of the authority figure(s) to solve the particular
prob lem, and 3) a lack of access to a personalized, con
cerned high god.

The person, in crisis, turns to those

individuals who, as spirit-directed-healers, are the
culturally defined solution to the cris is .

The spirit

direct ed-haaler represents access to an authority source
which provides the direction that, in the specific crisis,
is not supplied by the family elders.

More than that,

during parts of ritual therapy, the client is in direct

communication with the spirit who at that time poss esses
the healer's b e ing.

Understanding of this syndrome should

facilitate delivery of medical services which are so
desperat ely ne eded by minority groups in pluralistic
societies and by the maj or ity of the citizens in the
developing nations.
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APPEND I X A
PROFESS I ONAL INTERESTS OF WRI TERS
C ITED I N CHAPTERS I AND I I I

NAME

PROFESS I ONAL I NTEREST

A�emuwagun

health education

Alexander

public health

Christensen

anthropology

Devereux

psychiatry

Dunlop

economy

Du Tait

anthropology

Eng

psychotherapy

Field

e �hnop.sychiatry

Fry

anthropology

Gelfand

ethnomedicine

Gussler

anthropology

Handelman

anthropology

Hatfield

anthropology

Harrison

anthropology and public health

Impe·rato

anthropolo·gy

Jahoda

psychology

Kelley

anthropology

Kelly

obstetrics

Landy

anthropology

Lewis

anthropology
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NAME

PROFESSIONAL I NTEREST

Margetts

medicine

Messi�g

anthr.opology

Murphy

ethnopsychology

Musoke

medicine

Press

anthropology

Shivaswamy

economy

Singer

anthropology

Spiro

anthropology

Torrey

psychiatry

Warren

anthropology

Wells

anthropology

Wilson

. anthropology

Young

anthropology

APPENDIX B
INTE RVI EW SCHEDULE
1.

Date

2.

Descr iption of locale :

3.

settlement location, size,

number of r_esidents, residents ' re lationships

Description of immediate area of observation:

building

design, persons present, conditions under which observa 
tions and inter�iews were conducted
4.

S.

Subj ect ' s name, age, sex, occupation, tribe
Subj ect ' s relatives' names, ages, s exes, occupations,
residences

6.

Tribe of parents, · grandparents, spouse (s) , sib lings,
secondary kin

7.

Subj ect ' s residence history

8.

Subj ect ' s educational history

9.

Subj ect ' s occupational his�ory

10 .

Childhood :

first memory, outstanding memories, rela

t i onihip with relatives, patterns of puni s hment and
reward, responsibilities, recreation, personal tragedies
or vic�ories, il lness .
· 11 .

Young adult :

circumstances, rituals, events in transi 

tion to adulthood, memories, prob lems, · new responsibili 
ties, courtship, marriage, residence changes
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1 2.

Adult:

life style, associates, children, responsi

bilities, recreation, marital history, deaths,
illness, occupation
1 3.

Values :

What is important for a child to know, to do?

Did your parents teach you this; how?
wish for your children?
upset you?

What do you

What kinds of child behavior

Examples of punishment and reward for

children, occasions for reward and punishment.
14.

Contact with traditi6nal healers. prior to recruitment

call :

type of healer(s) ; type of contact- - time,

length, intensity; nature of relationship--relative,
neighbor, stories, client,· wi tness to other clients
1 5.

Events immediate to recruitment:

age, location, .

circumstances, subj ect' s account, subj ect's explanation,
subj ect ' s statement of cause ·and source
16.

Training period:

length, �ime, location, trainer(s) ,

cost, content, restrictions
1 7.
18.

Induction:

event .

time, location, subj ect' s account of the

Nature of healing:

techniques, meditines, rituals,

etc. , clients--numbers, types, complaints.

Sources

of information after training
1 9.

Subj e � t' s assessment of his life situation at this

time

APPEND I X C
VITAL STATISTICS
Code Name
Estimated age at
time of · interview

FY

AD

YB

SN

40 .

60

45

Sex

male

female

male

so

female

Father's main
occupation

farmer

farmer

farmer

stoolmaker

Mother's m·ain
occupation

farmer

farmer

farmer

farmer

Parents ' marriage

monogamy

monogamy

polygyny

monogamy

Siblings

2 male
4 female

0 male
2 male
10 female 5 female

2 male
2 female

Rank in
birth order

fifth

eleventh · third

fourth

Years attended
school

three

none

none

none

Marriage

!llOnogamy

monogamy

polygyny

monogamy

Number of
children

4

8

5

5

Alternate
o c cupat i on (s)

cocoa
farmer

trad·er

Other spirit
directed- healers
in family

paternal
and mater
nal grand 
fathers

father

trader ,
mason,
farmer

father,
mother,
. paternal ·uncle
great
grand father

18
years

15-20
years

15
years

Length of
contact with
family member
healer
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· farmer

20
years

Code Name

FY

Estimated age
at time of
spirit call

24
years

72

21
years

YB

SN

25
years

20
years

APPENDIX D
CHILDHOOD MEMORIES

SN:

Dancing . was what I liked most as a young girl.

W:

When would· you dance?

SN:

At various ceremonies.

I liked it when the

old ones told stories in the moonlight. ·
YB:
W:
YB·:

I liked football [ soccer] and running games.
Where di4 you learn football?
The boys who attended the schools in Bepoase brought
it to us .

W:
YB:

What else did you like to do as a child?
When it rained we would play in the ditches.
pull each other and slide. .

We would

When it rained we

played hide-and-seek in the house .
· Work
· YB:

What I remember about when I was very young is going
with my parents · to weed in· the farm. ., . •

We worked

the farm every day but Sunday which we used as a
rest day . • . .
W:

What else can you tell me about when you were a
child ?
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YB:

It did not last that long.

When I was 12 and my

brother was 9, our father bought a small place for
us to live. . . .

It was about one mile from the

family house. . . .

At first we would go back and

forth, then we stayed there. . . .

We had a small

kitchen garden and we raised fowls and hares for the
market days.

I remember selling my first egg for

one pesewa.
SN:

I remember that I travelled and bought pigs. .
I was with an elder brother. . . •

We went to

Awotwe [ a town about SO miles away ] . . • .

It was- a

two days ' walk in and two out.
W:
SN:

How many pigs did you get?
Twelve ; they were small, small • • . •
to carry the pigs.

AD:

They kept slipping off my head.

As a child, I' collected cocoa beans.
did not own a grove.

We had baskets

My family

My sisters and I went to other

farms and picked up what wa� . left on the ground. · We
dried them and sold them. . . • .

Later when I was

strong enough, I collected pal� nuts and wood and took
them to the village to trade.
Discipline
YB:
W:

Did you and your brother ever get into trouble ?
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YB:

We were always working so we did not have time to be
naughty.

W:
YB:

Were you ever punished?
Once I was caned when I broke a plate.
palm, three strokes.

W:

On the

It stings.

Did you consider your parents to be harsh or easy on
you and the others?

YB:

They were strict but fair.

They divided the work

equally �mong the children.
SN
W:
SN:

Were you ever caned?
Yes. . • .

I refused to serve my parents.

time I refused to fetch water .
AD
W:
AD:
W:
AD:
W:
AD:

Were you ever pu� ished as a child?

No, I was always good.

Were the other children punished?
Yes, but not . me.
Did your father have a - favorite child?
Yes. · I was.

A second

APPENDI X E
PRESSURE TO LEARN HEAL ING
AD
W:

Did your father have a shrine in the house where you
lived ?

AD : . Yes . .
W:

He treated people who came to the house .

Did your father ever talk to you about becoming a
priest?

AD :
W:

AD :

No .
Did he ever try to teach you about herbs or healing ?
No .

YB

YB :

My grandfather told me stories about the old days . .
He told how men came to him for the medicines for
war . .

.

.

He could cure infertil ity .

father also cured diseases .

My

They were both active

�ost every �ay as we �ere growing up .
W:
YB :

SN

SN :

Di d , they trafn you to become a healer?
No .

Sometimes I watched but they did not teach me.

Mother was healing all the time we were children .
Sometimes I looked on.

. .
•.

After Mother and our

uncle died, my elder cousin took over the healing .
He called me to assist him.
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FY
W:
FY :

C an you reme mb e r the f1rs t cas e you s aw your grand
father he al ?

I t was horrib le .

A man wi th pa.r t of the leg b one

s t i cking out . . . .

My grandfather he aled it . • • . .

When I was around 14 he s ent me out t o col lect he rb s .
W:
FY :

W:
FY :

w: ·

FY :

I would help him wi th the cas es but �

But wh at ?

I . could no t do it • .

to do the wo rk . · • . •

I did no t have the courage

I ran · away b ack to thi s p l ace .

I b e came a farme r .

D id you s t op s e e ing your grandfather?
No , he came here and cont inue d to he al .

He s ent me

for the herb s , ·but my b roth e r he lpe d him with the cas es .

Did your b rother b e come a pri e s t - he al e r ?
Oh , no .

He j us � he lped Grandfather a t the t ime .

APPENDIX F
COMMUNICAT ION W ITH THE SPIR ITS
FY
During my visit with FY, he called to me just before

dawn, "It is time for me to talk with the ancestors; would
you like to see? "

I asked, "Are the ancestors the 'S pirits

that give you strength for heali ng ?"
they are part of it. tt
FY ' s house.

He answered, "Yes,

The shrine was in the second room of

It was screened from the rest of the room wh ich

held the med icines and other stdrage.
the corner of the room.

The altar was against

On _ it were black clay figtirines

(factory produced) such as �ere ·seen on several altars
during that trip.

The space was · cramped so tha·t there was

just room enough for me to sit behind FY as he knelt low
before the altar .
minutes.

FY talked with the spirits for about 20

The spiri ts seemed to speak out of the f igurines.

It was a remarkable conversation - -gay, jok ing � happy.

For

example, part ·of the dialog with one of the sp irits, named
G, was :..

FY�-

Ehh , good morning, G.

FY:

Not so, Nana [ respected elder] .

G:-

Yes, you are early.

Did I wa�e you up?
I think you

were out late last night.
G:

(Long laugh. )

You are an impudent boy !
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FY:

(Chuckle. )

S [ my field assistant] and W are here.

G:

Welcome W.

You have come a long way.

FY:
G:

Is she

pretty, FY? .

You would probably say so, G.
What have you been doing ?

FY: - We have · talked a long time.

W is very stubborn.

Sh� does not give up.
G:

(Long laugh. )

I see that she comes from a house

in which. . · .

Although this exchange was ,clearly shaped for the
occasion of my presence, it · contains a significant insight

into the diversity of personalities _ which are manifested by
the sp� rit-directed-healers.
be taken into account.

The · fact of my presence must

Nevertheless, part or all of the

communication with the spirit took place in t�e presence of
my field assistant, occupants of the settlement, and patients
who had come for treatment.

Under those conditions, FY

could not afford to range far from the normal form of
exchange .

In contrast to FY ' s lighthearted repartee before the
spirits, AD approached the altar in a quiet, business-like
manner.

The 6x8-foot shrine room had one high, s�all

window and a wooden door which was latched to bar _ the
entrance · of playing children during the sessions before
the altar.

A bamboo screen hid the altar from the view of
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the c l i ent wh o was s e ated on a s t ool .

L e aning agains t the

wal l , AD s at on two reed mat s , her l e gs ex tended toward
the a l t ar .

I n thi s po s ture she addre s sed the sp i ri t s ,

threw he r cowri es , and advi s e d her c l i ent .
The consul t at i ons whi ch AD c onduct e d vari e d from
1 2 to 4 5 minut e s , depending on the complex i ty of the prob l e�.

The format did not ch ang·e .

One ex amp l e is that o f a 16 -

ye ar- o l d g irl who appro ached AD and s ai d that he r mo the r

had s ent he r b e caus e s he had mens trual prob lems .

Th e

healer dire c t ed · the c l i ent to s it on the s t ool in the shrine
room .

AD poured a l ib at ion of s chnapps on the a l t ar .

She

then poured ab out one - fourth ounce of s chnapps in to a j � gger

wh ich she held wh i l e s aying t o the s p i r i t s , "We come to ask
your h e lp .

Spe ak s o we may s e e [unde rs t and] . "

AD drank

the s chnapps in the g l �s s and remained qui e t with eye s
clos ed for ab out one minut e .

She then nodded he r he ad as

i f in affirmat ion and announced that the sp i ri t ( s ) had come . .
AD ro l l ed he r diviriing cowri es three times .

She proc eeded

e ach throw wi th a que s t ion wh i spe red in l ow tones · to · th e .

. s p i ri t .

Aft e r the thi rd r 9 l l s he nodded , as i f in agr� ement ,

and spoke to the g i rl_ :· .
We can he lp you .

You mus t g ive 40 pe s ewas now plus .

a smal l b ot t le of s chnapps wh en you return for th e

medi c ine • . . .

The re is a wi tch that i s bothe r ing

your fami ly , but that is no t the c aus e of your prob lem .
We w i l l cure your prob l em .

I f your mother come s he re ,
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I will talk to her about the witch but that is not
your problem .
well .

If you do what I say, you will be

He [th� spirit] is tired now .

He wants to

leave.
AD poured another libation on the altar and thanked the
spirits for their help.

We then left the room.

YB
In order to suggest the variety of communication forms
which occur · between the healers and their directing spirits,
a description will be given of a major festival day cele
brated by YB and his followers in honor of Sukwao, the major
i pirit of YB ' s shrine .

The celebration ·began at · sundown on

the eve of the festival day.

The evening ritual consisted

of libations, prayers to the spirits , drumming, and tr.ance
dance performed by YB and visiting spirit�directed -healers.
This "drumming" was attended by more than S O followers and
lasted about four hours.

This portion of the celebration

is not unlike those described by others for the area ( Rattray
1927, Lystad 1958 , Alland 1976) .
The following morning worshiper- clients gathered
outside the shrine and waited for their turn within the
shrine room.

Most came as groups, two to five· family

members, who wished to have a joint consultation .
sessions took place that day.

Eighteen

A small fence separates the

shrine grounds from the rest of the compound.

The clients
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remove d the ir shoes as they ent ered the shrine grounds .
G l as s e s and women ' s sc arve s ar e not perm i t t ed in th e

s hr ine ro om .

Three drumme rs p l ayed for approximat ely h a l f an
hour to announce the ce leb r at ion and to b e g in the general

call to the sp irits . · YB approached the , shr ine ac companied

by hi s as s is tant and an e l de rly re ti re d he al e r .
s t opped j us t outs ide the shrine room .

The th ree

The e l derly man

poure d an ex tende d l ib at i on and reque s t ed b l e s s ings from
the spirits fo r the c e leb rat i on and for the pe op le who had
come fo r help .

Thi s was fo l l owe d by ano the r pe riod of

drumming wh i l e YB and his as s is t ant ent ered· the shrine to

p rep are for -�he cons ultat i ons .

I n preparat ion fo r the con sultat i ons YB put on a

s p e c i al rob e whi ch he alw ays us e d b e fore the a l t ar .

The

as s i s tant helped app ly whi te powder to the he al e r ' s face

and shoul ders , then took hi s p l ace at the s ide of the altar .

YB , s e ate d on his s to o l in front of the al t ar , poure d
ano the r l ibation and utte red a sho rt pr aye r .

T h e as s i s t ant

rang a .b e l l whi l e call ing - the sp irits to come· to YB .

A few

·moment s late r , a s li ght tr�mor . ran through · YB ' s b ody as he ·
"b ecame the ves s e l o f the s p ir i t . "

The consu l t ations b eg an .

The c l i ent ( s ) kne l t , pl ac ed an offe rin g b e fore the

shrine , then told the as s i s tant the nature of the p rob lem .
The as s i s tant " trans lated" t o th e he ale r .

YB then gaz ed

into . the pot o f wat er in whi ch he " s e e s the answers . "
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He spo ke to the client through the assistant.

As a rule YB

came out of trance after the initial questions had been
answered .
tone .

He often chatted with the client in a secular

It was during this porti�n of the session that YB :

1) indicated to the client- extenuating circumstances of the
problem which might include direct accu�ation of misdeeds
on the part of the client , 2 ) pointed out aspects of the
situation which the client had failed to mention, and 3 )
gave full instructions for actions and medicines necessary
to alleviate the problem.

YB. then excused the client wh o

once again bowed before the altar and left .
The consultations continued th�oughout the day.

A

few of the more than 7 0 persons who came were asked to
return at a later time because that particular celebratio n
ended at sundown of the festival day.

Near sunset YB

offered additional p;ayers and libations of thanksgiving,
removed his robe , and returned to his house.

SN

SN refused to discuss communi�ation with . spiri ts.

AF, her brother , provided the foll owing information during
a discussion about patients and therapy.
W : · .Are there any special preparatio ns or re
strictions for the people who are working here?
AF :

We have to wash before we begin work, to purify
ourselves , no sex the night before he�ling days,
no menstruation.
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W:
AF :

Anything else?

What about food?

Pig meat , we don't take it.

The patient ·

must not put a cutlass or a knife into the fire.
It is against the power of the medicine. .
W:
AF :

What do you do about charging the patients?
.
If you were a patient , when you came for
treatment you must bring two fowls , two bottles
of palm oil , and a large bottle of schnapps.
You would also . be charged 10 .c edis , plus the
charge to wash out the power of the medicine .
That charge is :

some money , one white cloth

[ 12 yards of white or pale colored cotton] , one.
sheep or goat , . one bottle. of schnapps.

Then we

would perform the rituals to wash out all the

W:
AF:

evils from you.
What is the schnapps used for?
To pray to the ancestors.

While you are here

and sick we ask them �o help you.

We ask them

to give us courage.

w: · ; What is done with ·the fowls and sheep and goats?

A F:

Sacrifice � · We have·

i

sp�cial place where we

boil the water , cook the medicine for the
patients.

After we have cut the fowl we j ust

put a drop of the blood into the hot water to
call the ancestors to the person who has brought
the fowl.

We eat the meat.
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W:
AF :

What about the palm oil and the calico ?
The palm oil is used in treatment, to rub on
the pat ients.

We share the ca lico among us.

It is used as a sign of victory in hea ling.
The patient must leave wearing something
white . . . .

APPENDIX G
THE CALL TO HEALING
FY
My father died, so my mother and all the ch ildren
went to l ive w ith HD [maternal grandfather ] .

They sent

me to school in Bepoase but I d id poorly and I was not
feel ing f ine .

[ Th is phrase refer � to emotional as well ·

as phys ical cond iti ons . ]

I v is ited w ith HD dur ing ho lidays .

Each term I stayed there longer and longer unt il I stopped
go ing back to school .

I t w as not for me .

My grandfather

sa id if I wouldn ' t go t� - school, I should help h im w i th the
herbs and heal ing .

I was 14 at that t ime .

out t o collect the herbs .

I was expected t_o help h im w i th

the cases, but I couldn ' t do it .

I lacked the courage .

So I ran away, back to this farm .
near here .

So -he sent m e

Later HD came to l ive

I helped h im w ith the herbs but I d id not help

w ith the healing . _ I could not stand it .
· that for ·years .

It went on l ike

I worked the cocoa farm bu t refused to

learn the heal ing .

I had dreams that b�thered me .

HD

sa id the ancestors wei� angry that I did riot take up the
heal ing.

But I lacked the courage .

Then one' day it came

to me [ the courage] and I gave up to them [the sp irits ] .
I was that day walking to vis it my grandfather .

On the

way I met a crowd who were talk ing about a s ick old man •
. · 86
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They said tha t for days he couldn ' t ea t.
unconscious.

He was somehow

I asked the people -i f I could help them.

They looked at me a bi t then said yes , I should come.

So

I collected some herbs and gave them to the old man to
d rink.

He vomi ted and the next day started to ea t . .

Oh , I knew what was wrong and what to do , because the
spirits gave me a vision when I looked at the man.
that something "blo cked" his throat • . . .
to touch a client to see what is w rong.
to me and now I have the cou rage.

I saw

I never need

The vision comes

I learned herbs from HD

bu t also the spirits teach me many. • . •

From tha t day

·t he news traveled and . since then people come everyday for

help.

AD
I t was a fter my fi rs t husband died and I was inheri ted
by his nephew.

We were always poor.

My first husband had

taken our firs t fou r children to pay for a debt [indentu re ] .

· r t was · a · large debt ;- -there was - nothing I could do. . • . . •.
I did not stay near the second husband · for long.

one . d augh ter. � . •
to live.

We had

� went ba�k to the fa_rm of my father

He had died and some o f his child ren were still

there • . • •

When I had lived there with him , he talked to

me abou t feeding the child ren [his child ren and his nieces
and nephews ] .

We were always poor. . . •

I am no t certain

how long i t was , perhaps a year a fter he died, my f�ther
came to me in d reams.

He would ask, "Where are my child ren ?
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Where are your children ?

Who is feeding the children? "

He said I must clear his debts.

He said the children's

" souls" would not be free .until the debts were cleared.
The spirits started to come and go • •

I kept

craving the leaves of a small plant, the one I now use for
babies [ conception] .

I don ' t remember what I did when the

spirits came, j ust what the others told me.
sat around in a stupor .
and wouldn ' t work .

They said I

I wouldn't eat and wouldn't talk

Sometimes I would go to the bush to

collect leaves and would hold them in my hands .

When

the spirits went, for two or three weeks, I would be
normal . .

I thought about . what this all meant • . · I
knew they were calling me but I didn't want to hear � - I

didn't want to be a priest . . • because my father had
been a. priest and we were poor all the while.
is dangerous, it is hard .
was afraid. • • .
well .

Besides it

I knew nothing about healing.

I

It is dangerous if you do not perform

You will be punished if you do not w?rk w�ll and help

· . · the peopl� .

Then , if you get . tired and want to stop , you

cannot unless they . tell you to.

Sometimes ther� are other

evil ones [ spirits] who are very strong, perhaps stronger
than yours.

If the spiri� decides to leave you, you are

left weak for the others. . . .

When the spirit talked to

me I could see everything, how to heal, what medicines to
use.

.

. ..
'

I found things lying next to where I slept--a

stone, a cowrie, and a bottle of medicine.

I took them and
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threw them into the bush, but the next time the spirit came
they were there again.

That time I put them in a basket

and carried them to the farm and buried them, but when I
got back home they were there · again.
there.

I left them lying

That night I "saw" them on a reed mat.

The next

morning I got a mat and put them on it and left them
there. • • •

During all this time I did not talk to the

family about the spirits.

I just told them I could not

remember the things they said I did .
me. . • .

Later, one day, I woke to find cowries by my

sleeping place.
thing .

They worried about

I threw the cowries and could see every

The spirit talked with me and told me · he would tell

me what to do, what herbs to use.
spirits [ accepted the call ] .

That day I took the

That night I slept well.

The

next morning just after I bathed, a man and his wife came
to me .

They said they had waited for a baby for four years.

They asked me to help _ them.
and the woman conceived.

I told them what they must do

People started coming to me for

help and I have worked ever since·.

SN
After my mother died I assisted my uncle in the
healing but did not do it myself.
the courage and began to heal .

Then one day I received

All the parents were away

[ had traveled to· the founding shrine] .
accident.

There was a lorry

They took a man to the doctors in Bepoase.

doctors said they would have to cut off the man's leg.

The
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When the man reported this to his family, they rushed him
here.

I saved the man's leg . . . .

It was my first case .

YB
I did not want to become a priest.
thought ab out it at all.
but I had no schooling .

No, I had not

As a boy I wanted to be a mech anic,
I needed some scho oling for that .

After my father died , I left the farm and became a petty
trader, but I could not save any money .
be able to marry .

Mother asked me to return to the farm

but I did not follow her wishes . . . .
was helping at the farm .

Then he died.

I did not underst�nd .

quickly.

at the time. • · . •

I needed money to
My younger brother
I t happe�ed

I was not there to help

I decided to become a mason.

I

apprenticed and worked . at it as I could for five ye ars.
It was during that time that the spirits began to come.
When it happened, it made me in a way that I could not
remember anything .
was doing.
my ro om.

I wouldn't know where I was· or what I

I couldn't work . and would have to go back to
The man I worked for advised me to consult a

· priest because this th ing wa� happening on Adae [festiva+
d ays] .

The priest told me the spirits were calling and I

should come to them • . . •

But I didn't , not for some

time, until I was forced to.

I did not want to be a

priest, to have to do all those things.

I was a young man.

I continued to try to work and things bec ame worse and
worse for me.

I had bad luck.

People stole from me.

I was

always gett ing into troub le .
thi s .

didn ' t .
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I ta lked with my mother ab out

She t o l d me I s hould come b ack to the farm , but I
I kept on t ry ing t o b e a mas on .

returned to the pri e s t fo r he lp .

Then , final ly , I

He told me they [ the

s p i r i t s ] came from my mo the r ' s fami ly .

grandmo ther had a ve ry s t rong sp irit .

He s a id my great 
I t was c al l i ng me .

I had not known o f this be fore , ab out my gre at - gr andmothe r .

I report e d . thi s to my mo the r and s he s aid , "Yes , i t was
s o :"' Her g randmothe r had b e en ve ry strong .
My mo the r knew LA as a chi l d .

Her name was LA .

Mo the r s a id that long ag o

when . LA was young she went to the r iver to b athe .
a pot and didn ' t know what i t cont ained .

She s aw

When she· went

- ne ar , the s p i ri t - c a l l e d he r and s a id , " I am Sukwao . " · The
river was als o cal l ed Sukwao .

She was the river sp ir i t .

At

So LA took th e pot home and b e g an to b e a prie s t • . . •
that t ime I re turne d to my mo ther ' s farm .
acting w i ld .

I was s t i l l

l ive d and s tudied with the pri e s t fo r thre e ye ars .

b e gan to com·e r i ght .

Th ings

The pr i e s t pe rfo rmed the ritual s o

that the ·s p irit �ould come to me �ers onal ly .

Aft e r that

when the s pi r i t came to me I was n ' t w i l d anymo re .
c alm • .

I

Th en I went to the pri e s t t o b e trained .

I s t ayed

The p ri e s t t aught me how to cal l the sp i ri t s

and how to unde rs t and them , the s i gns that they g ive .

He

· to ld me to bring a l arge po t whi ch would hous e the s p i r i t
when i t was p res ent .

He pe rformed the r itual to b l es s the

pot and Sukwao b e gam to come to it .

I t is that one - - on the
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altar.

After th at the spirit came to me and told me what

she wanted. • • •

I beg an to work.

People who knew me

when I was with the priest began to come to me .
first client was. •

. .

My

APPEND IX H
S OURCES OF DATA FOR SAMPLES
General Sources
Bourguignon, · Erika, and Lenora S. Greenbaum, 1973
Murdock, George Peter, 1967
Textor, Robert B., 1967
· irit-Direc ted-Healers
Societies Which Have sp
Akamba
Ashanti

Lindblom, G. , 1920
Hobley, C. W., 19 7 1
. Field, Margaret J., 1960
Rattray, Robert s. ; 1927

Chiga

Edel, May M., 1957
Taylor, Brian K., 1969

Dilling

Nadel, S. F., 1947

Dinka

Deng, Francis M., 1972

Fanti

Christensen, James B., 1959

Fon

Verger, Pierre, 1969

Ga

Kelley, Fitzgerald D., 19 76

Ibo

. Green, Margaret M., 1964
Uchenda, Victor, 1965

Lamba

Doke, Clement M. , 197 0 .

Lele

Douglas, Mary, 1963

Lugbara

Middleton, John, 1969 ·

Mbundu

Hambly, Wilfred D., 1934

Nyima

Nadel, S. F., 194 7

P ando

Hunter, M., 1961
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Serer

Gamble , David P . , 1967

S�illuk

Butt , Audrey , 1952
Seligman , C . G . , and Brenda Z . Seligman , 19 32

Suku

Huber , Hugo , 1965
Kopytof f , Igor , 1965

Sukuma

Tanner , R . E . S . , 1957
Hat field , C . R . , 1968

Swazi

Kuper , Hilda , 1963

Thonga

· Junod , Henri A . , 1962

Tswana

Sch�pera , Isaac , 1966
Ul in , Priscilla, 1974

Xosa

Soga , John Henderson , 1974

Yoruba

Bascom , William , 1969

Zulu

Du Tait , Brian , 1971
Krige , Eileen Jensen , 19 36

Societies Which Lack Spirit - Directed- Healers ·
Amhara

Messing , Simon D . ; 1968 , 1976

Azande

Evans-Pritchard , E . E . , 1963
Mair , Lucy , 19 74

Kikuyu

Middleton , John , and Greet Kershaw , 19 72

Kung

Marshal , Lorna , 1965
· Schapera , Isaac , .19 51 .
Thomas, Eli zabeth M . , 1959

Lozi

Gluckman , Max , 19 59
Reynolds , Barrie , 1963

Mbuti

Turnbull , Colin M . , 1965

Nama

Schapera , Isaac , 1951

Nupe

Nadel , S . F � , 1954

Nyakyusa

Wilson , Godfrey , 19 36
Wilson , Monica , 1957

Otoro

Nadel , S . G . , 1947 , 1955
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Soma l i
Tiv
Venda

Wol o f

Kap l an , I rving , 1 9 7 7
Lewis , I . M . , 1 9 5 5

Boh annan , Laur a , and P aul Boh annon , 1 9 5 3
S t ayt , Hugh A . , 1 9 3 1

G amb l e , David P . , 1 9 6 7
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